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ABSTRACT
Multicopy small RNAs (sRNAs) have gained recognition as an important feature of bacterial gene
regulation. In the human pathogen Listeria monocytogenes, 5 homologous sRNAs, called LhrC1-5, control
gene expression by base pairing to target mRNAs though 3 conserved UCCC motifs common to all 5
LhrCs. We show here that the sRNAs Rli22 and Rli33-1 are structurally and functionally related to LhrC1-5,
expanding the LhrC family to 7 members, which makes it the largest multicopy sRNA family reported so
far. Rli22 and Rli33-1 both contain 2 UCCC motifs important for post-transcriptional repression of 3 LhrC
target genes. One such target, oppA, encodes a virulence-associated oligo-peptide binding protein. Like
LhrC1-5, Rli22 and Rli33-1 employ their UCCC motifs to recognize the Shine-Dalgarno region of oppA
mRNA and prevent formation of the ribosomal complex, demonstrating that the 7 sRNAs act in a
functionally redundant manner. However, differential expression proﬁles of the sRNAs under infection-
relevant conditions suggest that they might also possess non-overlapping functions. Collectively, this








Gene regulation exerted by small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) is
a key event in all bacterial species. In multiple cases, sRNAs
have been shown to be involved in stress tolerance and viru-
lence control, making sRNAs important regulators of bacterial
pathogenesis.1-5 Typically, sRNAs modulate gene expression at
the post-transcriptional level by base-pairing to target
mRNAs.2 The most abundant class of base-pairing sRNAs,
referred to as trans-acting sRNAs, exert their regulatory effect
on distantly located target genes. Consequently, base-pairing
complementarity is only partial, permitting the recognition of
multiple target mRNAs. The canonical mechanism for sRNA-
mediated control involves binding of the sRNA to the Shine-
Dalgarno (SD) region of a target mRNA, leading to inhibition
of ribosome binding and mRNA degradation.2 The facultative
intracellular pathogen Listeria monocytogenes serves as a model
organism for studies of sRNA-mediated control in Gram-posi-
tive species.6 L. monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen and the
causative agent of listeriosis—affecting elderly, immune-com-
promised people as well as pregnant women—with an esti-
mated fatality rate of 20–30%.7,8 More than 200 sRNAs have
been identiﬁed in L. monocytogenes,9-15 several of which have
been shown to contribute to listerial pathogenesis.12,16, 17 How-
ever, in the majority of cases, their biological role and mecha-
nism of action remain unexplored.
The continuous discovery of more sRNAs has revealed sev-
eral examples where 2 or more homologous sRNAs, also
known as “sibling sRNAs,” are produced in a single bacte-
rium.18-22 In L. monocytogenes LO28, 5 homologous sRNAs
constitute the multicopy family LhrC.15 These 5 sRNAs,
named LhrC1-5, are encoded from independent promoters at
2 genomic loci. LhrC1-4 are encoded from the intergenic
region of cysK and sul, whereas LhrC5 is encoded from the
intergenic region of lmo0946 and lmo0947 (Fig. 1A). Expres-
sion of LhrC1-5 is highly induced in response to cell envelope
stress via the two-component system LisRK.23 Furthermore, a
strain lacking lhrC1-5 is impaired in infection of macrophage-
like cells, suggesting a putative role in virulence.24 We
recently demonstrated that LhrC1-5 act by an antisense
mechanism to down-regulate the expression of speciﬁc target
mRNAs.23,24 Although LhrC1-5 were originally identiﬁed by
Hfq co-immunoprecipitation,15 neither the stability nor the
activity of LhrC1-5 seem to depend on the presence of this
RNA chaperone.15,23,24 So far, 3 direct mRNA targets of
LhrC1-5 have been identiﬁed. They encode the virulence
adhesion LapB;25 the CD4C T-cell stimulating antigen TcsA26
and the oligo-peptide binding protein OppA.27 These cell
envelope associated proteins have all been shown to be impor-
tant for virulence,25,27,28 further implicating LhrC1-5 in the
regulation of listerial pathogenesis.
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Figure 1. Rli22 and Rli33-1: Two sRNAs related to LhrC1-5. (A) Chromosomal locations and nucleotide lengths of rli22, rli33-1, lhrC1-4 and lhrC5. Both Rli22 and Rli33-1 are
encoded from intergenic regions distant from the chromosomal loci of lhrC1-4 and lhrC5. (B) Sequence alignment of CU-rich regions of Rli22, Rli33-1, and LhrC1-5. Nucloti-
des shared by a majority of the sRNAs are depicted in bold. Fully conserved nucleotides are indicated by an asterisk. The UCCC motif common to all seven sRNAs is
depicted in red. (C) Secondary structures of Rli22 (top) and Rli33-1 (bottom). The CU-rich motifs of Rli22 and Rli33-1 are situated within the loop A region and the single-
stranded (ss) region, respectively. The UCCC motifs are depicted in red. For mutational studies of Rli22 and Rli33-1 in vivo, the UCCC motifs were substituted by the indi-
cated nucleotides.
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Regulatory sRNAs of Gram-positive bacteria often contain
CU-rich motifs which are important for target mRNA interac-
tion.19,29-32 In L. monocytogenes, each copy of LhrC contains 3
CU-rich regions, characterized by a conserved UCCC
motif.23,24 While only 2 UCCC motifs in LhrC4 are crucial for
the interaction with oppA mRNA, all 3 UCCC motifs of LhrC4
target the SD region of lapB mRNA. Thus, the multiplicity of
CU-rich regions allows simultaneous binding of up to 3 identi-
cal (or even different) mRNAs to a single LhrC sRNA.24
Accordingly, the LhrC family represents a unique case for stud-
ies on the purpose of multiplicity and the regulatory interplay
between homologous sRNAs in Gram-positive bacteria.
In this study, we demonstrate that the LhrC family of sRNAs
is even larger than ﬁrst anticipated. Two novel members of the
LhrC family are revealed: Rli22 and Rli33-1. These sRNAs con-
tain 2 UCCC motifs each and were initially discovered in L.
monocytogenes by tiling arrays.14 As demonstrated for LhrC1-
5, Rli22 and Rli33-1 use their UCCC motifs to control the
expression of the LhrC target genes tcsA, lapB and oppA at the
post-transcriptional level. We show that both UCCC motifs of
Rli22 and Rli33-1 are able to bind the SD region of oppA
mRNA (albeit with different afﬁnities), thereby preventing the
formation of the ribosomal complex. These ﬁndings clearly
demonstrate that Rli22, Rli33-1 and LhrC1-5 are sibling sRNAs
with overlapping regulatory functions. However, despite their
structural and functional similarities, some differences between
the sibling sRNAs could be observed. Like LhrC1-5, Rli22 is
induced in response to cell envelope stress in a LisRK-depen-
dent manner, whereas expression of Rli33-1 depends on the
general stress sigma factor sB. Furthermore, the 7 sRNAs dis-
play differential expression proﬁles under infection-relevant
conditions, suggesting that they might also perform non-over-
lapping regulatory functions in L. monocytogenes.
Results
Two novel members of the LhrC family: Rli22 and Rli33-1
In order to search for additional members of the LhrC family,
we carried out a BLAST analysis of LhrC1-5 versus annotated
sRNAs of Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e using the sRNA data-
base sRNAdb.33 This search revealed 2 sRNAs with homology
to all 5 LhrCs: Rli2214 and Rli33-1.12,14 Both sRNAs were ini-
tially identiﬁed in a large-scale tiling array study;14 Rli22 is an
sRNA encoded from the intergenic region of lmo0028 and
lmo0029 (Fig. 1A) and Rli33-1 is part of a larger transcript des-
ignated Rli33. A later study identiﬁed 2 individual sRNAs,
Rli33-1 and Rli33-2, encoded from the intergenic region of
lmo0671 and lmo0672 (Fig. 1A).12
Based on northern blot analyses, 5-end mapping via primer
extension, and computational predictions of transcription ter-
minator structures, Rli22 and Rli33-1 were estimated to be
105 nt and 121 nt in length, respectively (Figs. S1 and S2).
Comparison of the nucleotide sequences of all 7 sRNAs showed
that Rli22 and Rli33-1 contain 2 CU-rich regions with homol-
ogy to the unpaired interhelical region and the apical loop of
the Rho-independent terminator of LhrC1-5 (Fig. 1B; Fig. S3).
Interestingly, these regions hold the conserved UCCC motif
which has been shown to be crucial for the in vitro binding of
LhrC4 to several target mRNAs (Fig. 1B).23,24 While LhrC1-5
all contain 3 UCCC motifs situated in unpaired regions
(Fig. S3), Rli22 and Rli33-1 hold 2 copies each (Fig. 1C). In
Rli22 and Rli33-1, these motifs reside within the apical loop of
the large 50 hairpin structure (hereafter denoted loop A) and
the unpaired interhelical region (hereafter denoted the single-
stranded stretch; Fig. 1C). Overall, the predicted secondary
structures of Rli22 and Rli33-1 slightly differ from LhrC1-5; the
50-ends of Rli22 and Rli33-1 are more structured than in
LhrC1-5, and the sequence and size of the 2 major stems are
different (Fig. 1C; Fig. S3).
The striking sequence similarities of the sRNAs prompted us
to take a closer look at their individual expression proﬁles. Sim-
ilar to LhrC1-5, both Rli22 and Rli33-1 are known to be
induced in response to infection-relevant stress conditions.
There are, however, slight differences between their patterns of
expression (summarized in Table 1). All seven sRNAs were
found to be expressed in L. monocytogenes exposed to human
blood.14 However, only Rli22 was shown to be expressed in L.
monocytogenes residing in the intestinal lumen of mice,
whereas Rli33 was detected in cells grown to stationary phase.14
Furthermore, LhrC1-5 were found to be highly induced during
intracellular growth in macrophages.12 Interestingly, the
expression of LhrC1-5 occurs in a LisRK-dependent manner
upon exposure to the b-lactam antibiotic cefuroxime as well as
osmotic stress.23 To assess whether the expression of Rli22 and
Rli33-1 also respond to cefuroxime and osmotic stress, we car-
ried out a northern blot analysis. Furthermore, the promoter
activity of rli22 and rli33-1 fused to the reporter gene lacZ was
determined in a b-galactosidase assay. The results from these
experiments are shown in Figs. S1 and S2, and summarized in
Table 1. Rli33-1 was found to be induced in response to
osmotic stress and expression of this sRNA clearly relied on the
general stress factor sB (Fig. S2). The data showed that the
sRNA level varies with the strain background, but the deletion
of LhrC1-5 had no effect on Rli33-1 expression (Fig. S2). Con-
versely, the expression of Rli22 was induced upon cefuroxime
exposure in a LisRK-dependent manner (Fig. S1). Interestingly,
the yield of Rli22 was signiﬁcantly higher in a DlhrC1-5 strain
Table 1. Induction proﬁles of LhrC1-5, Rli22, and Rli33-1. Conditions in which the
expression of sRNAs have been reported to be either speciﬁcally induced (C) or
not induced (¡) are shown. ND indicates that the sRNA was not detected in the
given study.
Stress condition LhrC1-5 Rli22 Rli33-1
Intestine ¡ C 1 ¡
Blood C1 C1 C1
Intracellular growth in macrophages C2 ND1 ¡/C$
Stationary phase ¡ ¡ C1,#
b-lactam antibiotics C3,¤ C4,¤ ¡
Osmotic stress (NaCl)/high osmolarity C3,¤ ¡ C4,#
1Mraheil et al. 14
2Toledo-Arana et al. 12
3Sievers et al. 23
4This study.
¤Expression is LisRK regulated (this study).
#Expression is sB -dependent (Toledo-Arana et al. 12 and this study).
$Was found to be induced both intracellularly and extracellularly by RNA-seq, how-
ever, northern blot analysis showed variation in transcript concentrations under
these conditions. 12
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relative to the isogenic wild type strain, illustrating a regulatory
interconnection between Rli22 and LhrC1-5 (Fig. S1).
Rli22 and Rli33-1 can functionally replace LhrC5 in vivo
Because Rli22 and Rli33-1 contain UCCC motifs also found in
LhrC1-5, we tested if these sRNAs would be capable of control-
ling the expression of LhrC1-5 target mRNAs to the same
extent as a single copy of LhrC. In order to compare their regu-
latory capacity, we generated strains expressing speciﬁc sRNAs
from the native lhrC5 promoter, which is strongly activated by
LisRK in response to cefuroxime stress.23 First, a strain lacking
all 7 sRNA-encoding genes was constructed (LO28-D7). Then,
rli22, rli33-1 or lhrC5 were fused to the lhrC5 promoter at the
chromosomal locus between lmo0946 and lmo0947. Expression
of Rli22, Rli33-1 and LhrC5 from the cefuroxime-inducible
lhrC5 promoter was validated by northern blot analysis. While
none of the sRNAs were expressed under non-stressed condi-
tions (Fig. S4), all 3 sRNAs were clearly induced in cells sub-
jected to 1 hour of cefuroxime stress (Fig. 2A and 2B, lanes 2–
3). As expected, none of the sRNAs were detected in the LO28-
D7 strain (Fig. 2A and 2B, lane 1). Next, we tested the levels of
oppA and tcsA mRNAs, which are known to be targeted by
LhrC1-5.24 Upon exposure to cefuroxime, the transcript levels
of tcsA and oppA in strains expressing LhrC5, Rli22 or Rli33-1
were reduced by 2.0- to 2.5-fold relative to the levels detected
in the LO28-D7 strain (Fig. 2A and 2B; compare lanes 1-3).
Thus, when expressed from the lhrC5 promoter, Rli22 and
Rli33-1 affect the transcript levels of oppA and tcsA to a similar
degree as seen for LhrC5.
To address the importance of the conserved UCCC motif for
in vivo regulation, mutant derivatives encoding Rli22 or Rli33-1
with nucleotide substitutions in either loop A (mut_loopA), the
single-stranded stretch (mut_ss), or both (double_mut), were
included in the analysis (Fig. 1C). The mutations were designed
to preserve the secondary structure of the sRNAs. For Rli22,
mutation of either the loop A or the single-stranded region had
a minor effect on tcsA expression, but was still able to strongly
decrease the yield of oppA (Fig. 2A, lane 4 and 5). In contrast,
the yields of both mRNA targets were enhanced in the strain
expressing the Rli22 double mutant (Fig. 2A, lane 6). In the
case of Rli33-1, the levels of tcsA and oppA mRNA were clearly
enhanced in all mutant strains compared to the strain express-
ing the wild type Rli33-1 (Fig. 2B, lane 4-6). Taken together,
the RNA gel blot analysis indicates that mutations of both
UCCC motifs in Rli22 or Rli33-1 alleviate the effect of the
sRNAs on the steady-state levels of the mRNA targets, signify-
ing that the UCCC motifs are important for in vivo repression.
However, northern blot analysis of the sRNA variants also
showed that the yields of some of the mutated sRNAs were
altered (Fig. 2). The yields of the Rli22 loop A mutant and dou-
ble mutant were similar to wild type Rli22 (1.13 and 0.98 rela-
tive to wild type; compare lane 3 to lanes 4 and 6 in Fig. 2A),
whereas the level of the Rli22 single-stranded mutant was
slightly decreased (0.72; compare lanes 3 and 5). For Rli33-1,
the steady-state levels of all 3 mutant variants were lower rela-
tive to wild type (0.60, 0.39 and 0.33; compare lane 3 to lanes 4-
6 in Fig. 2B). These variations should be taken into account
when evaluating the regulatory effect of the individual sRNAs.
Figure 2. Rli22 and Rli33-1 are able to functionally replace LhrC5 in vivo. The ability
of Rli22 (A) and Rli33-1 (B) to regulate LhrC target genes in vivo was investigated by
northern blot analysis. A strain lacking all sRNA-encoding genes (LO28-D7, lane 1)
and strains expressing either LhrC5 (lane 2), Rli22/Rli33-1 wt (lane 3) or mutant
Rli22/Rli33-1 (lanes 4-6) from the lhrC5 promoter were subjected to cefuroxime
stress for 1 hour to induce expression of the sRNAs. Northern blots were probed for
tcsA mRNA, oppA mRNA, LhrC, Rli22, Rli33-1, and 5S (loading control). The levels of
oppA and tcsAmRNA (normalized to 5S) encoded in the strains tested relative to the
LO28-D7 strain, are shown in black below lanes 1 to 6. Below the sRNA bands, the
levels of Rli22/Rli33-1 (normalized to 5S), relative to wt Rli22/Rli33-1, are depicted in
black. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results.
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In the case of Rli33-1 the increased mRNA levels in the mutant
strains might be due to mutations of the UCCC motifs as well
as altered sRNA yields relative to wild type Rli33-1, whereas for
Rli22 the increased mRNA levels of the mutant variants are
clearly a result of disrupting the UCCC motifs of this sRNA.
Using a reporter gene fusion strategy, it was previously dem-
onstrated that LhrC1-5 control expression of oppA, tcsA and lapB
at the post-transcriptional level.23,24 For this approach, sequences
ranging from the transcriptional start sites into the ﬁrst codons of
either tcsA, oppA, or lapB were fused downstream of a moderate
promoter (known to be insensitive to LhrC regulation), in-frame
to lacZ in the translational reporter vector pCK-lac.23,24 In the
present study, the reporter gene strategy was implemented to
evaluate the regulatory effect of Rli22, Rli33-1 and LhrC5 on
oppA, tcsA and lapB. In Fig. 3A-F and Fig. S5, we present the
results of the b-galactosidase assays for each plasmid construct in
the strain lacking all 7 sRNAs (LO28-D7), or strains expressing
LhrC5, Rli22 or Rli33-1. Under non-stress conditions, no differ-
ence in the relative b-galactosidase activity was observed
(Fig. S5). As expected, the b-galactosidase activity was signiﬁ-
cantly lower in the strain expressing LhrC5 compared to the
strain lacking all 7 sRNA-encoding genes (Fig. 3A–F). Interest-
ingly, upon expression of the wild type variants of Rli22 (Fig. 3A–
C) and Rli33-1 (Fig. 3D–F), the b-galactosidase activity was
reduced to the same extent as seen for LhrC5, corresponding to a
ﬁne-tuning effect. The mutant variants of Rli22 and Rli33-1 were
also evaluated using the reporter fusion strategy. For strains
encoding single-mutant versions of Rli22 (i.e. mutated loop A or
single-stranded stretch), the expression from tcsA-lacZwas signif-
icantly higher compared to the strain encoding wild type Rli22,
whereas only Rli22_mut_ss showed a reduced regulatory effect
on expression from lapB-lacZ (Fig. 3B–C). For oppA-lacZ, expres-
sion was unaffected by the single-mutant versions of Rli22
(Fig. 3A). For Rli33-1, mutation of either of the UCCC motifs
reduced the regulatory effect on the expression from lapB-lacZ
(Fig. 3F). However, only mutation of the loop A region, and not
the single-stranded stretch, reduced the regulatory effect on oppA
and tcsA (Fig. 3D–E). Finally, for strains encoding Rli22 or Rli33-
1 mutated in both UCCC motifs, the regulatory effect on all 3
fusions was signiﬁcantly reduced; notably, the b-galactosidase
activity of the strains encoding the double mutant variants was
equal to the activity of the LO28-D7 strain (Fig. 3A–F). The
results of the b-galactosidase assays are well-correlated with the
northern blot experiments illustrating the effects of the mutations
of sRNAs on the steady-state levels of the mRNA targets.
Taken together, our data demonstrate that Rli22 and Rli33-1
are able to inhibit the expression of tcsA, oppA and lapB at the
post-transcriptional level to a similar extent as LhrC5. Further-
more, the regulatory effect involves the 50-ends of the target
mRNAs as well as the conserved UCCC motifs of Rli22 and
Rli33-1, although the 2 UCCC motifs are not strictly equivalent
for regulation.
Rli33-1 and Rli22 are able to bind LhrC target mRNAs in
vitro
Our data strongly suggested that Rli33-1 and Rli22 control the
expression of oppA, tcsA and lapB at the post-transcriptional
level by a direct binding to the mRNAs. Given the fact that
Rli22 and Rli33-1 contain the same UCCC motif also held by
LhrC1-5, we postulate that all these sRNAs regulate the target
genes by a similar mechanism. Using IntaRNA,34,35 we pre-
dicted that Rli22 and Rli33-1 could bind to the AG-rich SD
regions of lapB and oppA mRNA (Fig. S6), corresponding to
the regions shown to interact with LhrC1-5.23,24 In the case of
tcsA mRNA, LhrC1-5 have been predicted to bind upstream of
the SD region (¡96 to ¡87, relative to the translational start
site),24 while Rli22 and Rli33-1 were predicted to bind the SD
region of this mRNA (from ¡15 to C1 and from ¡15 to C4,
respectively; Fig. S6). In all cases, the in silico predictions
involved the CU-rich regions of Rli22 and Rli33-1. The tcsA
and lapB mRNAs were predicted to interact with the CU-rich
region within the single-stranded stretches of both sRNAs. For
oppA mRNA, Rli22 was expected to bind via the CU-rich sin-
gle-stranded stretch, whereas for Rli33-1, the strongest pre-
dicted interaction was with the loop A site.
In order to monitor the formation of complexes between the
sRNAs and mRNAs, electrophoretic mobility shift assays
(EMSA) were performed (Fig. 3G–J). 5-end labeled Rli22 and
Rli33-1 were mixed with increasing concentrations of unlabeled
oppA, lapB or tcsA RNA. Both Rli22 and Rli33-1 bound oppA
RNA effectively with nearly all of the labeled sRNA being
shifted in the presence of only a 5-fold excess of the mRNA
(Fig. 3G and 3I). For both sRNAs, 2 shifted bands appeared
with increasing concentrations of oppA RNA, indicating that 2
oppA molecules bind to a single sRNA molecule. In contrast,
high concentrations of lapB mRNA resulted in a single promi-
nent shift in the case of Rli33-1 (Fig. 3J), whereas for Rli22, 2
weaker bands were observed (Fig. 3H). This suggests that both
sRNAs are able to bind lapB mRNA in vitro, but the nature of
their interactions may differ. Surprisingly, no interaction could
be detected between tcsA RNA and Rli22 or Rli33-1 (Fig. S7).
Because the ribosome binding site of tcsA mRNA is predicted
to be sequestered into a hairpin structure (Fig. S8), the RNA
was annealed to Rli22 and Rli33-1 at high temperature followed
by slow cooling to 37C. As a positive control, a complex with
50-end labeled LhrC4, which has previously been shown to bind
tcsA RNA in vitro,24 was formed. The data showed that under
the conditions used in this study, Rli22 and Rli33-1 are not able
to form stable complexes with tcsA RNA in vitro (Fig. S7).
Given the observed sRNA-dependent control of tcsA in vivo,
we speculate that the regulatory effect exerted by Rli22 and
Rli33-1 might rely on the presence of one or more trans-acting
co-factors. Because LhrC was originally identiﬁed by Hfq co-
immunoprecipitation,15 we investigated whether Rli22 and
Rli33-1 interact with this co-factor as well, using EMSAs con-
ducted with increasing concentrations of puriﬁed Listeria Hfq
protein and 50-end labeled sRNAs. LhrC4, which is known to
bind
Hfq in vitro, was included as a positive control. Under the con-
ditions used in this in vitro binding study, neither Rli22 nor
Rli33-1 was able to bind Hfq (Fig. S7).
Overall, the EMSAs indicate that the 50 untranslated regions
(UTR) of the oppA and lapB mRNAs are direct targets of Rli22
and Rli33-1. In contrast, no evidence for direct binding of Rli22
and Rli33-1 to tcsA RNA in vitro was observed, indicating that
additional factors are needed for Rli22 and Rli33-1 to exert
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Figure 3. Rli22 and Rli33-1 regulate LhrC target genes at the post-transcriptional level. The ability of Rli22 (A–C) and Rli33-1 (D–F) to regulate LhrC target genes was ana-
lyzed in b-galactosidase assays. An LO28-D7 strain and strains expressing wild type or mutant sRNA variants—each carrying a translational reporter gene fusion of either
oppA, tcsA, or lapB to lacZ—were exposed to a subinhibitory concentration of cefuroxime (4 mg/ml) for 3 hours. Results are the average of 3 biological replicates each
conducted in technical duplicates. Four black asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant decrease in relative b-galactosidase activity compared to the LO28-D7 strain with P < 0.0005.
Relative b-galactosidase activities signiﬁcantly different from the Rli22/Rli33-1 wt strain are marked with red asterisks (2: P < 0.005, 3: P < 0.001 and 4: P < 0.0005).
(G–J) electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) of sRNA-mRNA interactions. 4 nM of 50-end labeled Rli22 (G–H) or Rli33-1(I–J) was incubated with increasing concentra-
tions of unlabeled oppA RNA or lapB RNA. The fraction of unbound sRNA is shown below each lane. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results.
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their regulatory effect on tcsA. Based on the strong binding
afﬁnity of both sRNAs to oppA RNA, we chose this target gene
for further analysis of the mechanism underlying the observed
regulatory effects of Rli22 and Rli33-1.
Binding of Rli22 and Rli33-1 to the SD region of oppA
mRNA relies on 2 conserved UCCC motifs
The observations made so far suggest that Rli22 and Rli33-1 act
by binding to the SD region of oppA mRNA. Therefore, the
importance of this region for the in vitro interaction was inves-
tigated by EMSA using 50-end labeled sRNA and either unla-
beled oppA RNA (oppA_wt) or a mutant version (oppA_mut)
containing substitutions of 3 nucleotides in the SD region
(Fig. 4A). Mutation of oppA (50GGGA to 50CGCU) fully dis-
rupted complex formation with wild type Rli22 (Fig. 4B–D,
left), indicating that the SD region of oppA is important for the
interaction with Rli22. The importance of each of the UCCC
motifs of Rli22 was investigated using mutant variants of this
sRNA. Three nucleotide substitutions (50UCCC to 50AGCG)
were introduced into the CU-rich regions of loop A (Rli22_-
mut_loopA) and the single-stranded stretch (Rli22_mut_ss;
Fig. 4A). The mutations were designed to avoid changes in the
secondary structure of the sRNA and to restore basepairing
with the oppA mutant (oppA_mut). For both Rli22 single
mutants, the addition of wild type oppA RNA resulted in a sin-
gle complex; the second one was either weak or not formed at
all (Fig. 4B and 4C, right). Thus, disruption of one of the
UCCC motifs in Rli22 prevents binding of a second oppA tran-
script to the sRNA. We also tested whether the Rli22 single
mutants were capable of interacting with the complementary
oppA_mut variant (Fig. 4B and 4C, right). A single complex
was clearly visible for both Rli22_mut_loopA and Rli22_-
mut_ss. We ﬁnally tested the binding of the Rli22 variant
mutated in both UCCC motifs (Rli22_double_mut; Fig. 4D,
right). No binding was observed between Rli22_double_mut
and oppA_wt; however, when incubated with oppA_mut, the
interaction with the mutated version of Rli22 was fully restored.
Similar experiments were carried out for Rli33-1 (Fig. 5A–D).
As for Rli22, Rli33-1_wt was not able to bind oppA_mut, indi-
cating that the SD region is the target sequence (Fig. 5B-D,
left). Interestingly, mutation of the loop A region of Rli33-1
prevented complex formation with wild type oppA, but the
interaction was restored when Rli33-1_mut_loopA was incu-
bated with oppA_mut (Fig. 5B, right). This suggests that the
loop A region of Rli33-1 is the main contributor to oppA
mRNA binding. For Rli33-1_mut_ss, a single complex was
formed in the presence of wild type oppA, whereas no complex
was detected when incubated with oppA_mut (Fig. 5C, right).
This result indicates that the interaction between the CU-rich
single-stranded stretch in Rli33-1 and oppA is relatively weak.
With respect to Rli33-1 mutated in both UCCC motifs
(Rli33-1_double_mut), binding to oppA_wt was disrupted
(Fig. 5D, right). Addition of oppA_mut to Rli33-1_double_mut,
however, led to a band shift pattern similar to the one of
oppA_wt and Rli33-1_wt (Fig. 5D). These experiments revealed
some differences in how Rli22 and Rli33-1 bind to oppA
mRNA. For Rli22, the 2 UCCC motifs appear to be equally
important for binding of oppA mRNA, whereas for Rli33-1 the
UCCC motif in the Loop A region is clearly the most important
site of interaction.
To further delineate the binding sites, the interaction
between the sRNAs and oppA RNA were probed using various
enzymes. The 50-end labeled Rli22 and Rli33-1 were subjected
to RNase hydrolysis in the absence and presence of oppA RNA
(Fig. 6A and 7A; Fig. S9). Cleavages were induced by RNases
V1 (speciﬁc for double-stranded regions), RNase T1 (speciﬁc
for unpaired guanine) and RNase T2 (preference for unpaired
adenines). The cleavage patterns obtained for both sRNAs are
well-correlated with the proposed secondary structure models
(Fig. 1C; Fig. 6B and 7B). Indeed, the strongest single-strand
speciﬁc cleavages were observed in the apical loops and the sin-
gle-stranded stretch while RNase V1 cuts were found in the 2
major stems. For Rli22, binding of oppA RNA induced protec-
tion of the 2 distant regions containing the UCCC motif
(Fig. 6; Fig. S9A). Complex formation led to a prominent pro-
tection of the residues in the loop A region (C25-U34) against
RNase T2 as well as protection of G37 against RNase T1. Con-
comitantly, protection against RNase V1 was observed at U19.
At the same concentrations of oppA RNA, nucleotides located
in the single-stranded stretch of Rli22 were also protected from
RNase T1 and T2 cleavages, while weak RNase V1 cuts
appeared at position 74 and 75. Very similar foot-printing data
was observed for Rli33-1. The two regions containing the
UCCC motifs were protected upon addition of oppA RNA
(Fig. 7; Fig. S9B). However, protection of the loop A region in
Rli33-1 (U28-U37) appeared at a lower concentration of oppA
RNA than for the protections observed in the single-stranded
stretch, conﬁrming that loop A is the predominant site of inter-
action with oppA RNA.
To investigate the extent of sRNA binding to oppA
mRNA, a foot-printing analysis was performed using
dimethyl sulfate (DMS), which methylates adenines at N1
and cytosines at N3. The positions and reactivities of the
modiﬁed residues were detected by reverse transcription
(RT; Figs. 8 and 9). A secondary structure model for the 50
UTR of oppA was proposed based on the DMS reactivities.
In this structure, the adenines surrounding the SD region of
oppA RNA was highly reactive toward DMS. Binding of
Rli22 resulted in a strong RT pause located just before the
SD sequence (Fig. 8A–B). In addition, protection against
DMS modiﬁcations was restricted to a stretch of adenines
located just upstream from the SD region, which is comple-
mentary to the CU-rich regions of Rli22 (¡20 to ¡15 rela-
tive to the translational start site). To evaluate the individual
binding mechanism of each CU-rich region, oppA RNA was
incubated with either Rli22_mut_loopA or Rli22_mut_ss.
Similar to wild type Rli22, the Rli22_mut_ss variant caused
an RT pause accompanied by protection of the adjacent
adenines. For Rli22_mut_loopA, oppA induced the same
protection of the stretch of adenines against DMS, although
the RT pause at the SD region was less prominent. When
mutating both UCCC motifs of Rli22, the RT pause and local
protection of the SD region was no longer observed, substan-
tiating that loop A and the single-stranded stretch of Rli22
are the only sites of interaction with oppA mRNA. Similar
experiments were carried out for Rli33-1 (Fig. 9A–B). In the
presence of wild type Rli33-1, a very strong RT pause was
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Figure 4. Interaction with oppA mRNA involves both CU-rich regions of Rli22. The interaction between Rli22 and oppA mRNA was investigated by EMSA. (A) Predicted
interactions between the SD region of oppA mRNA and the CU-rich regions of Rli22. Nucleotide substitutions were introduced in the UCCC motifs (boxed) of Rli22 or the
complimentary GGGA sequence in oppA (boxed). Sequences of Rli22_mut_loopA, Rli22_mut_ss and oppA_mut are shown. The double mutant of the sRNA (Rli22_dou-
ble_mut) contains the nucleotide substitutions of both mut_loop and mut_ss. For the EMSA experiments, 4 nM of 50-end labeled Rli22_wt and mutant variants Rli22_-
mut_loopA (B), Rli22_mut_ss (C) or Rli22_double_mut (D) were incubated with increasing concentrations of unlabeled oppA_wt or oppA_mut. The fraction of unbound
sRNA is indicated below each lane. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results.
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Figure 5. The Loop A region of Rli33-1 is the primary site of interaction with oppA. The interaction between Rli33-1 and oppA mRNA was investigated by EMSA. (A) Pre-
dicted interactions between the SD-region of oppA mRNA and the CU-rich regions of Rli33-1. For Rli33-1, mutant variants carry nucleotide substitutions in the UCCC motif
(boxed) of either the loop A region (Rli33-1_mut_loopA), the ss region (Rli33-1_mut_ss) or both regions (Rli33-1_double_mut). For the EMSA experiments, 4 nM of 50-
end labeled Rli33-1_wt and 50-end labeled mutants variants Rli33-1_mut_loopA (B), Rli33-1_mut_ss (C) or Rli33-1_double_mut (D) were incubated with increasing con-
centrations of unlabeled oppA_wt or oppA_mut. The fraction of unbound sRNA is indicated below each lane. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results.
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observed at the SD region of oppA RNA, which made the
local protection of the upstream stretch of adenines less
detectable. For oppA RNA incubated with Rli33-1_mut_ss,
the RT pause and foot-print were identical to those caused
by Rli33-1_wt. In contrast, upon mutation of the loop A site
of Rli33-1 the protections were located at fewer adenines
upstream of the SD sequence and the RT pause was absent
(Fig. 9A–B). For Rli33-1_double_mut, binding of oppA RNA
was completely disrupted, illustrated by the lack of both the
RT pause and foot-print of the upstream region. These
results suggest that both CU-rich regions of Rli33-1 are able
to bind oppA mRNA independently of each other. However,
the 2 sites are not strictly equivalent; Loop A contains the
preferred binding site of Rli33-1.
Collectively, structure probing conﬁrmed that the interac-
tion of Rli22 and Rli33-1 with oppA mRNA relies on the
UCCC motifs of the sRNAs and the SD region of the mRNA
(Figs. 8C and 9C). Both CU-rich regions of Rli22 and Rli33-1
are able to bind oppA mRNA, demonstrating that 2 conserved
regions of the sRNAs recognize a single region on the mRNA.
Furthermore, the results support the notion that the sRNAs
interact with oppA mRNA in slightly different ways: while the 2
Figure 6. The oppA mRNA protects both CU-rich regions of Rli22. (A) Enzymatic probing of the interaction between Rli22 and oppA mRNA. 5-end labeled sRNA was
treated with RNase V1 (5 min), T1 (5 min) or T2 (10 min) in either the absence (¡) or presence of increasing concentrations of oppA RNA (to an excess amount of 125
fold). To serve as controls, untreated sRNA (C1, C2), an alkaline ladder (OH¡) and RNase T1 ladder (T1-C) were included. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar
results. The result from an experiment in which the gel run time was increased to obtain a better separation of the single-stranded region is presented in Fig. S9A. (B) Sec-
ondary structures of Rli22 illustrating the cleavage pattern upon binding to oppA mRNA. Residues cleaved by RNase V1 (green), RNase T1 (red) or RNase T2 (black) are
encircled. Residues of Rli22 that appeared protected at low concentration of oppA RNA are indicated with black dots.
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Figure 7. The oppA mRNA protects both CU-rich regions of Rli33-1. (A) Enzymatic probing of the interaction between Rli33-1 and oppA mRNA. 5-end labeled sRNA was
treated with RNase V1 (5 min), T1 (5 min) or T2 (10 min) in either the absence (¡) or presence of increasing concentrations of oppA RNA (to an excess amount of 125
fold). To serve as controls, untreated sRNA (C1, C2), an alkaline ladder (OH¡) and RNase T1 ladder (T1-C) were included. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar
results. The result from an experiment featuring a better separation of the single-stranded region is presented in Fig. S9B. (B) Secondary structures of Rli33-1 illustrating
the cleavage pattern upon binding to oppA mRNA. Residues cleaved by RNase V1 (green), T1 (red) or T2 (black) are encircled. Residues of Rli33 that appeared protected
at high concentration of oppA RNA are indicated with gray dots. All other protected residues, marked by black dots, appeared at a low concentration of oppA.
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CU-rich sites of Rli22 are equivalent, the loop A site of Rli33-1
is clearly the preferred binding site for oppA mRNA. Finally,
none of the sRNAs were able to induce long distance changes,
which indicates that Rli22 and Rli33-1 binding occurs solely at
the SD region, only locally affecting the secondary structure of
oppA mRNA.
Figure 8. Both CU-rich regions of Rli22 target the SD region of oppA mRNA. (A) DMS foot-printing of oppA RNA in the absence or presence of Rli22. Unlabeled oppA tran-
script was incubated with increasing concentrations of wild type sRNA or mutant variants (to an excess amount of 5-fold) and treated with DMS followed by reverse tran-
scription of oppA. Translational start site (C1), RT pauses (arrow) and protection from DMS (black line) induced by sRNA-binding are indicated. The experiment was
repeated 3 times with similar results. (B) Secondary structure of oppA RNA illustrating DMS reactivity pattern in the absence and presence of Rli22. Encircled nucleotides
signify nucleotides reactive toward DMS. Black circles indicate protection induced by the presence of Rli22, while arrows indicate RT pauses caused by sRNA binding. The
SD region of oppA mRNA, to which Rli22 is predicted to bind is highlighted in red. The start codon is boxed, and translational start site is indicated (C1). For Rli22, the
single-mutations in the sRNA did not alter the footprint. (C) Predicted interactions of the SD region of oppA mRNA and the CU-rich regions of Rli22. The results from struc-
ture probing experiments of the interactions between Rli22 and oppA RNA are summarized: gray circles indicate nucleotides for which a protection, due to RNA binding,
was observed; black arrows signify RT pauses induced by sRNA binding. Conserved UCCC motifs in Rli22 are marked with black circles. The translational start codon of
oppA mRNA is boxed.
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Figure 9. Rli33-1 mutated in Loop A exerts less protection of the SD region of oppA mRNA. (A) DMS foot-printing of oppA RNA in the absence or presence of
Rli22. Unlabeled oppA transcript was incubated with increasing concentrations of wild type sRNA or mutant variants (to an excess amount of 5-fold) and
treated with DMS followed by reverse transcription of oppA. Translational start site (C1), RT pauses (arrow) and protection from DMS (black line) induced by
sRNA-binding are indicated. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results. (B) Secondary structure of oppA RNA illustrating DMS reactivity pattern
in the absence and presence of Rli33-1. Encircled nucleotides signify nucleotides reactive toward DMS. Black and gray circles indicate protection induced by
the presence of Rli33-1, while arrows indicate RT pauses caused by sRNA binding. The SD region of oppA mRNA, to which Rli33-1 is predicted to bind is
highlighted in red. The start codon is boxed, and translational start site is indicated (C1). Mutation in loop A revealed less protected adenines while the foot-
print remained identical to the wild type for Rli33-1 mutated in the single-stranded region (C) Predicted interactions of the SD region of oppA mRNA and the
CU-rich regions of Rli33-1. The results from structure probing experiments of the interaction between Rli33-1 and oppA RNA are summarized: Gray circles indi-
cate nucleotides, for which a protection due to RNA binding was observed; black arrows signify RT pauses induced by sRNA binding. The conserved UCCC
motifs in Rli33-1 are encircled in black, and the translational start codon of oppA mRNA is boxed.
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The UCCC motifs of Rli22 and Rli33-1 prevent ribosomal
binding to oppA mRNA
The results obtained so far indicate that Rli22 and Rli33-1
down-regulate oppA expression through an antisense mecha-
nism. Accordingly, we expect that binding of Rli22 and Rli33-1
to the SD region of oppA mRNA will interfere with ribosome
recruitment. To further explore this possibility, we performed a
toe-print experiment. The results from a toe-print analysis of
oppA RNA in the absence or presence of Rli22 is presented in
Fig. 10A. In the absence of the sRNA, a strong RT pause was
observed at C16 (relative to the translational start site), signify-
ing speciﬁc binding of the E. coli 30S ribosome to the oppA
RNA. Upon addition of wild type Rli22, this band was dimin-
ished, demonstrating that Rli22 binding efﬁciently prevents the
formation of a ribosomal complex. To evaluate whether either
of the CU-rich regions were able to prevent ribosome binding
on its own, toe-print analysis of oppA RNA incubated with
Rli22_mut_loopA or Rli22_mut_ss was carried out (Fig. 10A).
For both mutant variants, ribosome binding was efﬁciently
inhibited, albeit to a lesser extent than for wild type Rli22.
Finally, when oppA RNA was incubated with the Rli22 double
mutant, the toe-print at C16 was re-established. Thus, muta-
tion of both UCCC motifs in Rli22 disrupts the inhibitory func-
tion of the sRNA on the formation of the ribosomal complex.
In the case of Rli33-1 (Fig. 10B), no toe-print was observed in
the presence of wild type Rli33-1, corresponding to an inhibi-
tion of ribosome binding to oppA mRNA. When incubated
with the single mutants of Rli33-1, the toe-print was dimin-
ished to a lesser extent than for wild type Rli33-1. Furthermore,
slight differences between the 2 single mutants were observed:
compared to Rli33-1_mut_ss, higher concentrations of Rli33-
1_mut_loopA were required to prevent formation of the ribo-
somal complex. Finally, when both UCCC motifs of Rli33-1
were disrupted a strong toe-print was formed, showing that
this mutant variant was unable to prevent ribosome binding.
Taken together, the toe-print analyses demonstrated
that both Rli22 and Rli33-1 are able to prevent the ribo-
some from binding to the SD region of oppA mRNA, and
that this inhibitory effect is exerted through the UCCC
motifs of the sRNAs. The inhibitory activity of the mutant
sRNAs correlates with their individual oppA binding afﬁni-
ties. Thus, efﬁcient binding of a CU-rich region to the SD
region of oppA mRNA blocks formation of the ribosomal
complex.
Discussion
In recent years, bacterial multicopy sRNAs have received
increasing attention. Given their sequence similarity, it might
be expected that multicopy sRNAs control the expression of
the same set of target genes, thus performing redundant regula-
tory functions. However, homologous sRNAs might also act
non-redundantly, as a result of differential regulation of the
genes encoding the individual sRNAs.36,37 Alternatively, non-
redundant activities may arise if highly homologous sRNAs act
by different molecular mechanisms, and/or if individual sRNAs
control the expression of unique sets of target genes relative to
their siblings.38,39
Figure 10. Rli22 and Rli33-1 inhibit the formation of the translation initiation complex on oppA mRNA. The ability of the sRNAs to inhibit the formation of the translation
initiation complex on oppA mRNA was investigated by toe-print assay. The oppA RNA was incubated with increasing concentrations of either wild type Rli22 and its
mutant variants (A), or wild type Rli33-1 and its mutants variants (B) to reach molar ratios of 1:1. The samples were subjected to reverse transcription in the prescence of
E. coli 30S ribosome and tRNAmet. RT pauses caused by strong sRNA binding are signiﬁed by a black arrow. The position of the toeprint (C16) and the translational start
site (C1) are indicated. The experiment was repeated 3 times with similar results.
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In this study, we show that the homologous sRNAs Rli22
and Rli33-1 are structurally and functionally related to the mul-
ticopy sRNA LhrC, acting to down-regulate expression of the
virulence adhesin LapB, the oligo-peptide binding protein
OppA, and the CD4C T cell-stimulating antigen TcsA.23,24
Interestingly, these cell envelope-associated proteins are
required for full virulence of L. monocytogenes.25,27, 28 Likewise,
LhrC1-5 and Rli33-1 have been shown to contribute to listerial
infection.12,24 In order to avoid detection by immune cells dur-
ing infection, a strict regulation of surface exposed proteins is
pivotal. Since LhrC1-5, Rli22 and Rli33-1 are all induced during
infection-related conditions (Table 1), it is possible that the
main role of this family of sRNAs is to modulate the expression
of cell envelope-associated proteins otherwise recognized by
the host immune system. Like LhrC1-5, Rli22 and Rli33-1 neg-
atively regulate expression of lapB, oppA and tcsA at the post-
transcriptional level, suggesting that these homologous sRNAs
may act in a redundant manner. Indeed, in vitro binding stud-
ies of individual sRNAs showed that they interact with the SD
region in the oppAmRNA, similar to their sibling sRNAs (illus-
trated in Fig. 11A). Rli22 and Rli33-1 each hold 2 CU-rich
regions also shared by the 5 LhrCs. The CU-rich regions are
characterized by a highly conserved UCCC motif, which is
essential for sRNA-mRNA interactions, ﬂanked by less con-
served sequences that also contribute to target recognition. We
have previously shown that the UCCC motifs residing within
the single-stranded stretch and the terminator loop of LhrC4
are important for binding to the SD region of the oppA mRNA,
whereas the UCCC motif in loop A is dispensable for LhrC4-
oppA mRNA interaction.24 Intriguingly, the 2 CU-rich regions
in LhrC4 involved in binding oppA mRNAs are homologous to
the 2 CU-rich regions in Rli22 and Rli33-1 (Fig. 1A), suggesting
that the sRNAs might share similar target mRNAs. Indeed, we
found that the 2 CU-rich regions of Rli22/Rli33-1 are capable
of binding the SD region of oppA mRNA, albeit with slightly
different afﬁnities. Just one of the UCCC motifs is sufﬁcient for
preventing the formation of a ribosomal complex in vitro. The
in vitro and in vivo data suggested that the primary effect of
these sRNAs is to prevent the recruitment of the ribosome at
the initiation step subsequently followed by mRNA degrada-
tion. Thus, the redundant regulatory activity of LhrC1-5, Rli22
and Rli33-1 on oppA correlates well with the presence of highly
conserved CU-rich regions in each of the 7 sRNAs (Fig. 11A).
This sRNA family poses the ﬁrst example of sRNAs containing
multiple binding sites for the same region of an mRNA. CU-
rich motifs have been shown to be a common feature of sRNAs
in Gram-positive species.19,29-32 However, while these motifs
have been shown to be important for mRNA interaction in
vitro, so far their relevance in vivo has rarely been
addressed.40,41 In this study we provide evidence that the UCCC
motifs are involved in the post-transcriptional regulation of tar-
get genes, and that disruption of both regions in Rli22 or Rli33-1
abolishes sRNA-mediated regulation in vivo (Fig. 2 and 3).
The addition of Rli22 and Rli33-1 to the family of LhrC
sRNAs brings this family up to a total of 7 members in L.
monocytogenes LO28 and, for other L. monocytogenes strains, a
copy number between 5 and 7 is observed.42 Thus, the LhrC
family contains the highest number of sibling sRNAs reported
so far in a single bacterium. sRNA multiplicity has been
observed in a variety of bacterial species, as exempliﬁed by 4-5
copies of Qrr sRNAs in Vibrio species21,22 and up to 6 copies of
csRNA in Streptococcus species.19,20 Intriguingly, the LhrC1-5,
Rli22 and Rli33-1 sRNAs confer an additional layer of multi-
plicity, since each individual sRNA holds 2 or 3 CU-rich
mRNA-binding sites. Single-copy sRNAs in Gram-positive bac-
teria, such as RNAIII in S. aureus and FasX of Streptococcus
pyrogenes, hold more than one CU-rich motif as well. However,
in the case of RNAIII, the individual motifs bind to distant
regions of the same target mRNA encoded by coa,31 whereas
FasX uses its 2 CU-rich regions for binding of 2 different target
mRNAs, encoded by ska and cpa, respectively.30 Thus, the mul-
tiple binding sites of LhrC1-5, Rli22 and Rli33-1, targeting the
same region of oppA mRNA, poses a unique example of multi-
plicity, allowing simultaneous binding of 2 oppA mRNAs to
each sRNA (Fig. 11A). However, it also raises an interesting
question: Why do 7 highly homologous sRNAs target the same
mRNA? The regulatory effect exerted by a single sRNA appears
to be relatively subtle (Fig. 2 and 3). Thus, when expressed indi-
vidually, these sRNAs seem to act as ﬁne-tuners. However,
when produced simultaneously, they may allow for a much
stronger regulation of their mutual target genes.23,24
Despite their structural and functional similarity, some dif-
ferences were noted between LhrC1-5, Rli22 and Rli33-1
(Table 1; Fig. 11B). More speciﬁcally, the expression of Rli33-1
relies on the general stress sigma factor sB, whereas induction
of Rli22 and LhrC1-5 in response to cell envelope stress
depends on the TCS LisRK. In line with this, Rli33-1 is
uniquely induced in the stationary growth phase,14 suggesting
that Rli33-1 might perform unique functions in the bacterium
under this condition. In response to cefuroxime exposure,
Rli22 and LhrC1-5 are expressed, suggesting that these 6
LisRK-regulated sRNAs might hold overlapping regulatory
functions in response to cell envelope stress. Furthermore, dif-
ferent levels of Rli22 in a wild type strain vs. a strain lacking
LhrC1-5 expression might imply a regulatory interconnection
between these sRNAs. However, when residing in the intestinal
lumen of mice, Rli22 is uniquely induced, whereas the level of
LhrC1-5 and Rli33-1 remains unaffected, indicating that Rli22
performs regulatory functions independently of LhrC1-5 and
Rli33-1 in the intestinal phase of infection.14 Finally, we note
that under some conditions, such as exposure to whole human
blood, all 7 sRNAs are induced, indicating that the regulatory
activity of each and every one of them might be required when
Listeria reaches the bloodstream.14 Thus, although LhrC1-5,
Rli22 and Rli33-1 are structurally and functionally related, they
are also differentially expressed, suggesting that they might per-
form independent activities in the bacterium under the condi-
tions where they are uniquely produced.
With respect to tcsA, the sRNAs appear to employ different
mechanisms to regulate this target gene. Clearly, the individual
sRNAs hold the capacity of down-regulating the expression of
tcsA in vivo (Fig. 2 and 3) but in vitro binding studies revealed
that only the LhrC homolog was capable of base pairing to tcsA
mRNA (Fig. S7). Although they were predicted to bind to the
SD region, neither Rli22 nor Rli33-1 were able to interact with
tcsA mRNA in vitro, further suggesting that the 7 sRNAs,
though similar in sequence and function, are capable of
employing different mechanisms of regulation. The distinct
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mechanisms underlying the in vivo regulation of tcsA by each
sRNA remain to be elucidated. However, the results obtained
so far indicate that regulation of tcsA by Rli22 or Rli33-1 might
depend on the assistance of co-factors. For Gram-negative spe-
cies, sRNA-mediated regulation generally involves the RNA
chaperone Hfq.1,2 Surprisingly, though present in many
Figure 11. The shared and distinctive characteristics of the LhrC family. (A) Model demonstrating the similar oppA mRNA binding mechanisms exerted by Rli22, Rli33-1
and LhrC1-5. Each sRNA is capable of binding the SD region of oppA mRNA through 2 conserved UCCC motifs. The mRNA binding sites of the sRNAs are either indicated
in dark gray, if the interaction with oppA mRNA is strong, or shaded gray, if the interaction is weak. The binding region in oppA mRNA is marked in black. For Rli22 and
Rli33-1, the UCCC motif of the loop A region as well as the single-stranded stretch are able to bind oppA mRNA, however, for Rli33-1, the loop A region is the preferred
binding site. LhrC1-5 binds oppA mRNA through the UCCC motifs in the single-stranded region and the terminator loop; the additional UCCC motif in loop A (light gray)
does not contribute to oppA RNA interaction. (B) Model illustrating the differential expression of the sRNAs. While LhrC1-5 and Rli22 are induced in response to cell enve-
lope stress by the two-component system LisRK, expression of Rli33-1 is induced by the general stress factor sB. All of the sRNAs are able to down-regulate the expression
of oppA, tcsA and lapB at the post-transcriptional level.
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Gram-positive bacteria, the contribution of Hfq to sRNA-medi-
ated control in these bacterial species remains elusive.43,44 At
present, the sRNA LhrA in L. monocytogenes poses the only
example of a Gram-positive sRNA dependent on Hfq.45,46
With respect to LhrC, this multicopy sRNA was initially identi-
ﬁed as an Hfq-binding sRNA.15 The LhrC sRNAs interact with
Hfq in vivo and in vitro; however, a function for Hfq in LhrC-
mediated control remains to be shown. In the present study, we
observed that Rli22 and Rli33-1 do not bind Hfq in vitro, fur-
ther setting apart these 2 sRNAs from the Hfq-binding LhrCs.
A recent study shows that Listerial Hfq has a very weak anneal-
ing activity and does not recognize A-rich target RNAs in con-
trast to E. coli Hfq.47 The unessential role of Hfq in many
Gram-positive bacteria raises the question of whether other
protein factors facilitate sRNA-mediated regulation in these
bacterial species. Thus, it could be speculated that the in vivo
regulation exerted by Rli22 and Rli33-1 on tcsA rely on such an
unidentiﬁed co-factor.
When comparing the 5 LhrCs, it is clear that they exhibit a
high degree of sequence identity (>85 %). Rli22 and Rli33-1
are 64% identical at the nucleotide level. Furthermore, LhrC1-5
share from 55% to 60% identity with Rli22 and Rli33-1, with
the majority of sequence similarity spanning the conserved
CU-rich regions (Fig. 1B). The UCCC motifs provide the seed
sequence to directly target mRNAs with a strong SD-
sequence,32,48 which could explain the pressure of selection for
maintaining these regions. Although the CU-rich regions of the
sRNAs are highly similar in sequence, their ﬂanking regions
are less conserved (Fig. 1B), which may allow the sibling sRNAs
to have unique targets as well. Examples of homologous sRNAs
sharing overlapping as well as exclusive functions have been
reported.49 The multicopy sRNA Qrr of Vibro species hold sev-
eral binding sites able to interact with different target mRNAs.
Interestingly, the Qrr1 sRNA lacks one of the critical pairing
regions for target recognition, leading to a less effective regula-
tion of a subset of target genes.39,50 Otherwise, Qrr1 is as func-
tional as its siblings in controlling other Qrr target genes
through the sequences conserved in all Qrr sRNAs. In the pres-
ent study, Rli22 and Rli33-1 were investigated in the context of
LhrC1-5 target genes. Thus, unique targets of Rli22 and Rli33-1
are yet to be identiﬁed. In future studies it will be interesting to
determine and compare the regulons for each of the 7 sRNAs.
In light of the ﬁndings reported so far, we would expect to see
individual targets as well as genes regulated by all 7 sRNAs.
All together, these 7 sRNAs hold an impressive number of
19 CU-rich sites for speciﬁc recognition of target mRNAs, ren-
dering this family a unique case of multiplicity and complexity.
Unraveling the shared and unique functions of the sRNAs and
their regulatory regions is needed in order to better understand
why L. monocytogenes possesses multiple copies of the same
sRNA. Multicopy sRNAs are often regulators of essential cellu-
lar processes, such as iron homeostasis, quorum sensing and
virulence, in which a precise regulation is pivotal.51,52 LhrC1-5
and Rli33-1 have been shown to be involved in listerial
pathogenicity12,24 and all 7 sRNAs are expressed under various
infection-relevant conditions.12,14,23 In the present study, we
furthermore demonstrated that 3 genes encoding the virulence-
associated proteins OppA, TcsA and LapB are down-regulated
by all the members of this family of highly related sRNAs.
Collectively, these 7 homologous sRNAs represent a fascinating
case for future studies on the purpose of sRNA multiplicity in
the context of bacterial virulence.
Experimental procedures
Bacterial strains and growth conditions
The wild type strains used in this study were L. monocytogenes
serotype 1/2c LO2853 and EGD serotype 1/2a EGD-e (obtained
from W. Goebel, University of Wurzburg, Wurzburg, Ger-
many). The isogenic mutant derivatives LO28DlhrC1-5,23
LO28DlisR,54 and EGDDsigB55 were constructed in previous
work. An LO28 strain lacking chromosomal expression of all 7
sRNAs (LO28-D7) was constructed for this study by subse-
quent in-frame deletion of rli22 and rli33-1 in LO28DlhrC1-5.
This strain was used for construction of strains with chromo-
somal expression of sRNAs from the lhrC5 promoter. L. mono-
cytogenes was routinely grown at 37C with aeration in brain
heart infusion broth (BHI, Oxoid) unless stated otherwise.
When appropriate, cultures were supplemented with kanamy-
cin (50 mg/ml) or erythromycin (5 mg/ml). For induction of
sRNA expression, cultures were supplemented with cefuroxime
(4 mg/ml) or NaCl (3.5%). For cloning of plasmid vectors,
Escherichia coli TOP10 cells (Invitrogen) were grown at 37C
with aeration in Luria-Bertani broth supplemented with kana-
mycin (50 mg/ml) or erythromycin (150 mg/ml), when
appropriate.
Construction of LO28-D7 and mutant derivatives
For chromosomal in-frame insertion and deletion in L. mono-
cytogenes, the temperature-sensitive shuttle vector pAUL-A
was used.56 All fragments were ampliﬁed from chromosomal
DNA in a 2-step PCR procedure (primers are listed in
Table S1). For deletion of rli22 and rli33-1, fragments consist-
ing of the ﬂanking region of the gene were constructed. For
insertions downstream of the lhrC5 promoter, the PCR frag-
ments consisted of the ﬂanking regions of lhrC5 and the coding
sequence of either rli22, rli33-1 or mutant derivatives thereof.
All fragments were digested with EcoRI and BamHI before liga-
tion into pAUL-A; the resulting plasmids were introduced into
L. monocytogenes by electroporation.57 Homologous recombi-
nation was achieved as previously described.58
Plasmid constructions and b-galactosidase assays
To examine the transcriptional activity of rli22 and rli33-1, we
used the promoter-less lacZ transcriptional fusion vector
pTCV-lac.59 The promoter region of rli22 and rli33-1 was
acquired by PCR from chromosomal DNA, digested with
EcoRI and BamHI (primers are listed in Table S1), and ligated
into pTCV-lac.
Post-transcriptional regulation of LhrC target genes was
monitored using in-frame translational lacZ fusions of oppA,
tcsA and lapB constructed in previous work.23,24 Brieﬂy, DNA
fragments encoding a moderate core promoter45 as well as a
region spanning the SD region of either oppA (¡41 to C32),
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tcsA (¡133 to C53), or lapB (¡100 to C32) were ligated into
pCK-lac.46
Cells were harvested for b-galactosidase assays as described
previously.58 Brieﬂy, cultures were grown to OD600D 0.2 (for
strains with translational fusions) or OD600 D 0.35 (for strains
with transcriptional fusions). Cultures were then split and one
half stressed as described above. Samples (1 ml) were with-
drawn prior to stress and at indicated time points after the
onset of stress. b-galactosidase assays were conducted as
described in60 and results were analyzed using two-tailed
ANOVA. The differences reported were statistically signiﬁcant
with at least 95% conﬁdence.
RNA isolation and puriﬁcation
For primer extension and northern blot analysis, L. monocytogenes
was grown to OD600 D 0.35 (unless stated otherwise). Cultures
were then split and one half stressed. Samples were taken from
stressed and control cultures after 1 and 2 hours. Cells were har-
vested by centrifugation for 5 min at 5000 xg at 4C and snap-fro-
zen in liquid nitrogen. Cells were disrupted by the FastPrep
instrument (Bio101, Thermo Scientiﬁc Corporation) and total
RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Ambion) as previ-
ously described.46 The integrity, concentration and purity of the
RNA were conﬁrmed by agarose gel electrophoresis and Nano-
Drop 2000.
Primer extension
Primer extension experiments were performed as previously
described.58 The 32P-labeled, single-stranded primers used for
detection of rli22 and rli33-1 transcription start sites are listed
in Table S1.
Northern blotting
Total RNA (10 mg) was resolved on a 6% polyacrylamide-8 M
urea gel as previously described. ref 36; oppA and tcsA mRNAs
were detected by RNA gel blotting as described previously.24
Membranes were hybridized as described in58 using the 32P-
labeled, single-stranded probes listed in Table S1. RNA bands
were visualized using a Typhoon Trio (GE Healthcare) and
analyzed with IQTL 8.0 quantiﬁcation software (GE
Healthcare).
In silico prediction of sRNA-mRNA interaction and RNA
secondary structure predictions
The IntaRNA software34,35 was used for predicting interactions
between target mRNAs and sRNAs. Full length sequences of
sRNAs and targets were employed. Secondary structure predic-
tions were obtained by use of Mfold.61
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA)
Templates for in vitro transcription carried a T7 RNA polymer-
ase binding site at their 50-end and were generated by PCR.
Templates for tcsA, oppA, and lapB were obtained by PCR
from chromosomal DNA and templates for oppA_mut and
sRNA transcripts were made using overlapping primers. The
primers are listed in Table S1. In vitro transcription, RNA puri-
ﬁcation, dephosphorylation and labeling were performed as
described previously.23 EMSAs were performed as previously
described.46 Brieﬂy, 40 fmol of 50-end labeled RNA was incu-
bated with excess unlabeled RNA or puriﬁed Hfq protein15 to a
total volume of 10 ml in the presence of non-speciﬁc competitor
(tRNA) for 1 hour at 37C followed by 10 min on ice. For the
EMSA of sRNAs and tcsA, Rli22 or Rli33-1 were incubated
with tcsA RNA, heated to 70C and slow cooled to 37C, prior
to incubation for 1 hour at 37C. All samples were separated
on a 5% non-denaturing gel at 4C. RNA bands were visualized
and quantiﬁed as described for northern blotting experiments.
In vitro enzymatic probing
T7-transcribed oppA and sRNA variants were dephosphory-
lated using Fast AP alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas) accord-
ing to manufacturer’s guidelines. RNA was puriﬁed by phenol-
chloroform extraction as previously described.62 RNA was 50-
end labeled using [g¡32P] and T4 polynucleotide kinase
(Ambion) according to manufacturers guidelines and subse-
quently puriﬁed on a 6% polyacrylamide-8 M urea gel. The
enzymatic probing was carried out as described previously,62
with some deviations. Brieﬂy, labeled RNA (50,000 cps) was
denatured at 90C for 1 min and cooled on ice for 1 min, after
which the RNA was incubated at 20C for 15 min in the pres-
ence of 10 mM MgCl2 and monovalent ions (KCl) to allow for
renaturation. For structural probing with oppA, various con-
centrations of cold renatured oppA were added and samples
were incubated for an additional 15 min. Samples were treated
with the indicated cleaving agents: 0.004 U V1 RNase
(Ambion) for 5 min, 0.5 U of T1 RNase (Thermo scientiﬁc) for
5 min, and 0.025 U T2 RNase (MoBiTech) for 10 min. All reac-
tions were performed at 20C and were terminated by adding
190 ml 0.3 M NaAc followed by phenol chloroform extraction
and precipitation with ethanol. The RNase T1 ladder and alka-
line ladder were made according to a protocol previously
described.62 Samples were separated on a 12% polyacrylamide-
8 M urea gel.
DMS alkylation
Five pmol oppA transcript was denatured as described for enzy-
matic probing and renatured at 20C for 15 min in 50 mM
HEPES (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2 and 75 mM KCl. sRNA tran-
scripts were added in various concentrations and samples were
incubated at 20C for an additional 15 min, after which sam-
ples were supplemented with 1 mg of tRNA and treated with
1.3 M DMS (Acros) for 5 min. The reaction was terminated by
RNA precipitation in 1 M Guanidine thiocyanate (Sigma),
0.167% N-Lauryl sarcosine (Sigma), 10 mM DTT, and 83% iso-
propanol. Next, DMS-modiﬁed oppA was hybridized with 32P-
labeled oligo oppA_165_nt_rev (Table S1) (50,000 cps) by suc-
cessive incubation: 2 min at 90C and 1 min on ice followed by
incubation of 5 min at 20C in RT buffer (QBIOgene). Reverse
transcription was carried out at 37C for 30 min in RT buffer
in the presence of 0.33 mM dNTP and 2 U AMV-RT (Life Sci-
ences). For the sequencing reaction, the reverse transcription
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was performed on unmodiﬁed oppA transcript in the presence
of ddNTP. After primer extension, RNA templates were
degraded by adding KOH (3 M) in a buffer containing 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.5% SDS and 7.5 mM EDTA at 90C for
3 min, followed by incubation at 37C for 1 hour. DNA was
precipitated with ethanol and samples were run on a 10% poly-
acrylamide-8 M urea gel.
Toe-printing
E. coli 30S ribosome was puriﬁed and the toe-printing assay was
performed as described previously with a few deviations.63
Brieﬂy, oppA transcript (50 nM) together with 32P-labeled oligo
oppA_165_nt_rev (50,000 cps; Table S1) were hybridized as
described for DMS alkylation and the mRNA was then incu-
bated for 15 min at 20C in the presence of MgCl2 and mono-
valent ions (KCl). In parallel, 30S ribosomal subunits were pre-
incubated at 37C for 10 min. Ribosomal subunit (50 nM),
renatured sRNA transcripts, and MgCl2 (to a ﬁnal concentra-
tion of 8.5 mM) were then added and samples were incubated
at 37C for 15 min. Finally, tRNAfMet was added and the incu-
bation was continued for 5 min. Reverse transcription was per-
formed by addition of AMV-RT (2 U per reaction) and dNTPs
(0.33 mM) followed by incubation at 37C for 30 min. Reac-
tions were stopped by phenol-chloroform extraction and subse-
quent precipitation with ethanol, and samples were loaded onto
a 10% polyacrylamide-8 M urea gel.
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